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- one short video clip (randomly selected from a pool of clips) plays in background from as text animates in

- text fades in from left and blends on background with ‘difference effect’ (see header). For example see header elements for difference effect here https://mcclelland.org.au/events

- text remains on screen for approx 3 seconds.
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- ‘What is Whitelight? text fades in from left. This may slightly overlap with background video. (Direction fade-in example https://jsfiddle.net/Danzoftw/hp8qL1e3/7/)

- logo symbol animates (see reference mp4)

- logotype fades in from black 
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- square page elements move up the page in staggered timing on scroll
- as the squares move up the screen the large text reduces blurs (in the relation to scroll)
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Hover state of squares is colour fill (same colour as stroke). Stroke is retained.
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+
Design Thinking is design applied to 
anything. Design Thinking takes the 
traditional notion of design as a noun 
the world of shiny objects and applies it 
as a verb to any complex problem that 
requires a new way of thinking.

Design  
Thinking

Jordan McGuire
On selected state (on click or tap), the square grows to roughly double the original size. Title and body content is black. Hover state of exit icon is white. Clicking anywhere outside square exits the expanded square state.
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Once all squares are have been scrolled of the top of the screen, the background black frame scrolls up the next (blue) frame for ‘Testimonials)
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“Christian Duell worked with the Scholarly Information and Learning Services (SILS) 
team at the University of Southern Queensland in 2017 to develop a new service model. 

Christian’s energy, insights and amazing facilitation skills have taken the SILS team 
[YÑ:YÑOXc[fi:YiÑ[fM:YOu:iO[Y:WÑWG:fYOYMÑU[jfYGrÑpNOCNÑN:gÑX:EGÑ:ÑW:giOYMÑEO�GfGYCGÑ

to the way we do business. Through his help we were able to challenge and expand 
our thinking and ways of doing. In addition, and perhaps most importantly, Christian 

helped SILS to develop a stronger sense of team, and of shared vision and value.”

Jordan McGuire
After the blue frame fills hits the top of the screen, further scrolling causes the text to blur as the background colour transitions from blue to purple and the testimonials content scrolls up from bottom 
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“Christian Duell worked with the Scholarly Information and Learning Services (SILS) 
team at the University of Southern Queensland in 2017 to develop a new service model. 

Christian’s energy, insights and amazing facilitation skills have taken the SILS team 
[YÑ:YÑOXc[fi:YiÑ[fM:YOu:iO[Y:WÑWG:fYOYMÑU[jfYGrÑpNOCNÑN:gÑX:EGÑ:ÑW:giOYMÑEO�GfGYCGÑ

to the way we do business. Through his help we were able to challenge and expand 
our thinking and ways of doing. In addition, and perhaps most importantly, Christian 

helped SILS to develop a stronger sense of team, and of shared vision and value.”

Professor Helen Partridge
Pro Vice-Chancellor (Education),  

University of Southern Queensland
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“Christian is an inspiring designer - a leader in design thinking who took the Asia 
):CO�CÑ�GgOMYÑ�OBf:frÑ:iÑiNGÑ-i:iGÑ�OBf:frÑ[LÑ+jGGYgW:YEÑOYi[Ñ:ÑBf[:EGfÑEOXGYgO[YªÑ�GÑ
introduced design thinking to the library and its clients but also expanded our network 

to include school teachers and led design thinking workshops for secondary school 
iG:CNGfgÑi[ÑBfOYMÑEGgOMYÑiNOYVOYMÑOYi[ÑiNGÑCjffOCjWjXÑOYÑ+jGGYgW:YEÑgCN[[WgªÑ�GÑOgÑ:Ñ
delight to work with, sharing his own ideas and connections and inspiring others.”

ܰܰ

�:YG�GÑ5fOMNi
Former CEO and State Librarian,  

State Library of Queensland. 
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Æ�ÑN:oGÑp[fVGEÑpOiNÑ
NfOgiO:YÑOYÑNOgÑC:c:COirÑ:gÑ:ÑL:COWOi:i[fÑ:YEÑ:YÑGEjC:i[fªÑ�OgÑC[¿
design programs are second to none - he imparts his wisdom in a deeply experiential 

and personal way - making them both impactful and practical. Christian’s commitment 
to empowerment for people of all ages and all capabilities in learning how to creatively 
gGGVÑ[cc[fijYOiOGgÑOYÑiNGOfÑGYoOf[YXGYiÑ:YEÑi[ÑBfOYMÑ:B[jiÑCN:YMGÑiN:iÑBGYG�igÑX:YrÑ

is something that is truly unique. I cannot recommend him highly enough.”

ܰܰ

Angela Elson
Former Manager of Engagement and Design,  

Department of Health and Human Services, Victoria
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Former Manager of Engagement and Design,  

Department of Health and Human Services, Victoria
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Further vertical scrolling leads to ‘clients’ section
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Client logos appear in grid which all link to their individual websites 
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links to contact section ‘book a consult’
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In the past we’ve often thought 
about design in terms of end 
products. Increasingly though, 
there is a global interest in the 
process of design and how it might 
benefit areas far removed from the 
traditional world of design.

Services

Jordan McGuire
The following applies to all ‘simple’ page entry types:

- optional full width image as first frame, take sup 80% of screen height  

- white background with content scrolls over the top of image (see https://sugarbag.net/services)

- Page heading stays in its’ on column on left while content scrolls on right column)

- Body content includes 3 main text sizes. Large, medium and small + captions and headings

- Body content capable of image, video (youtube + vimeo) and soundcloud embedds



In the past we’ve often thought 
about design in terms of end 
products. Increasingly though, 
there is a global interest in the 
process of design and how it might 
BGYG�iÑ:fG:gÑL:fÑfGX[oGEÑLf[XÑiNGÑ
traditional world of design.
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Project & 
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Jordan McGuire
Optional secondary nav linking to page anchor headings on page. 
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Caption for placeholder image goes here. Photo by insert name here.

Project & Program Design

White Light’s approach to Design Thinking is to share the principles, 
process and tools of design in a way that is simple and accessible to 
anybody, regardless of your creative background and experience.

We believe that everyone is creative! In the right environment, with a 
few simple tools we believe Design Thinking can reveal the inherent 
creativity in any individual, group or organisation.

5NOiGÑ�OMNiÑCjffGYiWrÑ[�GfgÑ:Ñf:YMGÑ[LÑgGfoOCGgÑfGW:iGEÑi[Ñ�GgOMYÑ
Thinking, including:

• Introduction to Design Thinking - 2.5 hour workshop.

• Design-led Innovation Program - 8 x session program, facilitated 
over 5 or 8 weeks.

• A range of downloadable toolkits and templates

• Tailored design thinking workshops, training and coaching as well as 
project design and delivery

Services

Training 

Project & 
Program Design

�oGYiÑ�[giOYM

Coaching

Jordan McGuire
Example of ‘medium’ text block



White Light’s approach to Design Thinking is to share the principles, 
process and tools of design in a way that is simple and accessible to 
anybody, regardless of your creative background and experience.

We believe that everyone is creative! In the right environment, with a 
few simple tools we believe Design Thinking can reveal the inherent 
creativity in any individual, group or organisation.

5NOiGÑ�OMNiÑCjffGYiWrÑ[�GfgÑ:Ñf:YMGÑ[LÑgGfoOCGgÑfGW:iGEÑi[Ñ�GgOMYÑ
Thinking, including:

• Introduction to Design Thinking - 2.5 hour workshop.

• Design-led Innovation Program - 8 x session program, facilitated 
over 5 or 8 weeks.

• A range of downloadable toolkits and templates

• Tailored design thinking workshops, training and coaching as well as 
project design and delivery
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Blog

Introduction to Design Thinking - Online ,G�GCiOYMÑ[YÑiNGÑ����Ñ�[jfYGrÑ¿Ñ�WWOGÑ�fXOi:MGÑ:YEÑ
Christian Duell 

Posted - June 26, 2020 Posted  - December 17, 2017 
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Introduction to Design Thinking - Online ,G�GCiOYMÑ[YÑiNGÑ����Ñ�[jfYGrÑ¿Ñ�WWOGÑ�fXOi:MGÑ:YEÑ
Christian Duell 

Posted - June 26, 2020 Posted  - December 17, 2017 



Introduction to Design Thinking  

�GWOoGfGEÑ[YWOYGÑiNf[jMNÑ9[[XªÑ.NjfgE:rÑ��Ñ�jWrÑ����Ñ��:XÑÁÑ��¬��cXÑ��-.ªÑ

Design Thinking is a creative approach to problem-solving that can be used to explore any 

complex problem (otherwise known as a “wicked problem”).

.NOgÑOYif[EjCi[frÑp[fVgN[cÑL[WW[pgÑ:Ñf:cOEÑ:YEÑgOXcWO�GEÑ�GgOMYÑ.NOYVOYMÑcf[CGggÑ:YEÑGqcW[fGgÑ

some of the key principles of Design Thinking by moving through activities that clarify a problem 

area, explore optimistic opportunities, develop creative ideas as possible solutions, test these 

ideas through rapid-prototyping and commit to acting on implementing these ideas in some 

way. This workshop has been run successfully with thousand of participants from diverse 

backgrounds across Australia.

 

Process

• Welcome and framing around the principles and process of Design Thinking and an 

icebreaker exercise.

• Understanding a problem from the perspective of an end user through an empathy 

exercise.

• Turning a problem from “What’s Not Working for Whom?” into an optimistic opportunity 

through a “How Might We…” question.

• Good idea / bad idea challenge: group, rapid generation of ideas and potentials solutions 

that explore the opportunity.

• Selection of a “moonshot” idea and create a rapid prototype, to present to the rest of 

the group.

• �OY:WÑfG�GCiO[YÑ:YEÑGo:Wj:iO[YÑpOiNÑc:fiOCOc:YigÑgN:fOYMÑ:ÑC[XXOiXGYiÑi[Ñ[YGÑgX:WWÑ

action with an accountability partner.

• This workshop will continue with an optional extra 30mins of Q&A with your facilitator. 

Feel free to stick around and ask a question to help you on your Design Thinking Journey 

ahead!

Outcomes

• You will receive a PDF copy of all slides and resources used during the workshop.

• You will be able to share and replicate the Design Thinking tools and activities you have 

practiced during the workshop when you return to their everyday working environment.

• You will have a sense that a problem area has been progressed in some way and a sense of 

how momentum might continue to improve the problem area following the workshop.

• You will have had fun! 

Posted - June 26, 2020 
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Blog
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Case Studies

�[[EcfOYiÑ�GWB[jfYGÑ
[¿�GgOMYÑ5[fVgN[cg 

How might we co-design an integrated approach to 
ensuring Melbourne’s foodbowl can feed current and 
future generations?

�f[XÑ)N�Ñi[Ñ-[CO:WÑ�YiGfcfOgGÑ

How might we create positive social impact beyond 
graduate research into purpose-driven careers?

July 19, 2019 October 29, 2017



Foodprint Melbourne Co-Design Workshops

�[pÑXOMNiÑpGÑC[¿EGgOMYÑ:YÑOYiGMf:iGEÑ:ccf[:CNÑi[ÑGYgjfOYMÑ�GWB[jfYGÉgÑL[[EB[pWÑC:YÑLGGEÑ

current and future generations?


WOGYi¬ÑUniversity of Melbourne (funded by the Lord Mayor’s Charitable Foundation).

Melbourne’s foodbowl faces a range of challenges, including urban sprawl, climate change and 

pressures on the viability of farming in the region. If the city continues to grow the way it has in 

the past, the capacity of Melbourne’s foodbowl to feed the city could fall from 41% to around 18% 

by the time it reaches a population of 7 million.

Foodprint Melbourne is a research project that investigates the importance of Melbourne’s city 

fringe foodbowl for the city’s food supply. The project explores ways of strengthening food 

production on the city fringe so that Melbourne’s foodbowl contributes to a more resilient and 

sustainable food future for the city.

 

Five workshops were conducted between July 2018 and February 2019 with around 20 

participants per workshop, and 62 participants were involved in total (some participants 

:�GYEGEÑX[fGÑiN:YÑ[YGÑp[fVgN[cºªÑ�jfOYMÑp[fVgN[cg«Ñc:fiOCOc:YigÑpGfGÑ:gVGEÑi[Ñp[fVÑOYÑ

cross-sector teams (involving stakeholders from local and state government departments, 

farmers, industry and civil society groups) to identify strategies to strengthen the resilience of 

Melbourne’s foodbowl. A co-design approach allowed representatives of key stakeholder groups 

to collaborate in new ways in developing solutions. To create a safe space for participants 

to share their views openly, they were asked to adopt the ‘Chatham House Rule’, in which 

they were free to use information gained during the workshop, but not to reveal the identity 

[LÑc:fiOCOc:YigªÑ�:CNÑp[fVgN[cÑGqcW[fGEÑ:ÑEO�GfGYiÑiNGXGÑiN:iÑg[jMNiÑi[Ñp[fVÑi[p:fEÑ:YÑ

integrated approach to the Melbourne food system:

Workshop 1: Farming Viability (big picture)

Workshop 2: Farming Viability (proposals)

Workshop 3: Sustainability - Resilience (big picture)

Workshop 4: Sustainability - Resilience (proposals)

Workshop 5: Recommendations 

Back to  
Case Studies

Caption for placeholder image goes here. Photo by insert name here.



Resources

,Gg[jfCGÑ�¬Ñ
[¿�GgOMYÑ�:COWOi:iO[YÑ.:giGfÑ.[[WVOi

A toolkit to support Co-Design facilitators to create a 
safe space for diverse groups to thrive.

,Gg[jfCGÑ�¬Ñ�:COWOi:i[fÉgÑ	[qÑ[LÑ.fOCVg

An essential shopping list of materials that every 
facilitator needs. After hundreds of workshops with 
thousands of people, we’ve narrowed it down to what 
works for us (and hopefully you too!).

,Gg[jfCGÑ�¬Ñ�CGBfG:VGf¬ÑÈ7Gg«Ñ�YEªªÉ

A tried and tested collaboration Icebreaker that helps 
participants feel comfortable and open to each other’s 
ideas, in a playful way!

,Gg[jfCGÑ�¬Ñ�G�OYMÑ-i:fiGEÑ5OiNÑ�GgOMYÑ.NOYVOYM

Get started with Design Thinking in this fun and engag-
ing one-hour online workshop.

Jordan McGuire
Rollover to 50% opacity



Resource 1: Co-Design Facilitation Taster Toolkit

�Ñi[[WVOiÑi[Ñgjcc[fiÑ
[¿�GgOMYÑL:COWOi:i[fgÑi[ÑCfG:iGÑ:Ñg:LGÑgc:CGÑL[fÑEOoGfgGÑMf[jcgÑi[ÑiNfOoGª

Download Now

While we may understand the basic principles, processes, and tools of Co-Design, we may feel less 

C[Y�EGYiÑ:gÑL:COWOi:i[fgÑOYÑCfG:iOYMÑgc:CGgÑL[fÑMf[jcgÑi[ÑiNfOoGªÑ.NOgÑi[[WVOiÑGqcW[fGgÑiNfGGÑVGrÑcfOYCOcWGgÑ

iN:iÑL:COWOi:i[fgÑC:YÑGXcW[rÑi[ÑCfG:iGÑiNGÑC[Yi:OYGfÑ[LÑifjgiÑL[fÑG�GCiOoGÑC[WW:B[f:iO[YªÑ.NOgÑ:CiOoOiOGgÑ

contained in this toolkit are action-based, allowing participants to practice these facilitation principles in 

a safe environment with the support of their peer group.

This toolkit provides a taster for what to expect during the 2.5 hour ‘Introduction to Co-Design 

FacilitationÉÑp[fVgN[cÑ[�GfGEÑBrÑ5NOiGÑ�OMNiÑ�EjC:iO[Yª

 
SKU: WL00001
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Contact

Training 

Project & 
Program Design

Event Hosting

Coaching

Whitelight is based on Yugambeh country, (so called) Currumbin 
Waters, Queensland. We recognise that sovereignty was never ceded  
and pay our deepest respects to elders past, present and emerging. 

The work we do extends through time and place, past national and 
international borders – online, in person and the spaces in between.

Get in contact 
christian@whitelight.online

Book a meeting

meeting type

name

email

message

duration

Submit

Submit

Jordan McGuire
Links to Calendly through a light box like: https://www.themodernway.com.au/book-a-meeting/

Jordan McGuire
Map embedd



About

Training 

Project & 
Program Design

Event Hosting

Coaching

White Light Education was formed in Melbourne, Australia in 2016 by 
Christian Duell and is supported by a small network of facilitators and 
collaborators. Having evolved since 2010 from a traditional design 
consultancy, White Light now shares the principles, process and tools 
of design more broadly with individuals and organisations tackling 
complex social challenges.

We work with clients all around Australia from Broken Hill to 
Toowoomba, Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane, working within the 
community, public purpose or education sector.

White Light believes in the inherent creativity of each individual, the 
power of play, and the wisdom that lies within every group. We believe 
iN:iÑ:ÑWOoGEÑGqcGfOGYCGÑcf[oOEGgÑiNGÑBGgiÑej:WO�C:iO[YÑL[fÑg[WoOYMÑ
problems and we seek to ensure the voice of the consumer, client, end 
user or customer is central to any design process.

White Light creates the structure and support for groups to thrive 
through a range of services that include Design Thinking, Human-
centred Design, Co-Design and Design Coaching.

Christian Duell 
Christian Duell is an educator, facilitator and social entrepreneur. He is 
the founder of White Light Education and the former Manager of the 
�gO:Ñ):CO�CÑ�GgOMYÑ�OBf:frªÑ5OiNÑ:ÑL[fXGfÑB:CVMf[jYEÑOYÑ:fCNOiGCijfG«Ñ
Christian has over 15 years of education and facilitation experience 
across a wide range of contexts. Since 2016 Christian has facilitated 
over 70 workshops with over 1500 people across Australia.

Christian is passionate about empowering individuals and 
organisations, through the tools of creativity, to have greater freedom 
:YEÑej:WOirÑ[LÑCN[OCGªÑ�GÑgcGCO:WOgGgÑOYÑ[�GfOYMÑL:COWOi:iO[YÑ:YEÑif:OYOYMÑ
in the areas of design thinking, human-centred design and co-design, 
with a focus of tackling complex social challenges.

Name here 
Christian Duell is an educator, facilitator and social entrepreneur. He is 
the founder of White Light Education and the former Manager of the 
�gO:Ñ):CO�CÑ�GgOMYÑ�OBf:frªÑ5OiNÑ:ÑL[fXGfÑB:CVMf[jYEÑOYÑ:fCNOiGCijfG«Ñ
Christian has over 15 years of education and facilitation experience 
across a wide range of contexts. Since 2016 Christian has facilitated 
over 70 workshops with over 1500 people across Australia.

Christian is passionate about empowering individuals and 
organisations, through the tools of creativity, to have greater freedom 
:YEÑej:WOirÑ[LÑCN[OCGªÑ�GÑgcGCO:WOgGgÑOYÑ[�GfOYMÑL:COWOi:iO[YÑ:YEÑif:OYOYMÑ
in the areas of design thinking, human-centred design and co-design, 
with a focus of tackling complex social challenges.


